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Terminology Change
As part of advancing HPE's commitment to racial justice, we are taking a much-needed step in overhauling HPE engineering terminology to
reflect our belief system of diversity and inclusion. Some legacy products and publications may continue to include terminology that seemingly
evokes bias against specific groups of people. Such content is not representative of our HPE culture and moving forward, Aruba will replace
racially insensitive terms and instead use the following new language:

Usage Old Language New Language

Campus Access Points + Controllers Master-Slave Conductor-Member

Instant Access Points Master-Slave Conductor-Member

Switch Stack Master-Slave Conductor-Member

Wireless LAN Controller Mobility Master Mobility Conductor

Firewall Configuration Blacklist, Whitelist Denylist, Allowlist

Types of Hackers Black Hat, White Hat Unethical, Ethical

ArubaOS 8.3.0.16 | Release Notes Contents | 5
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Revision History
The following table provides the revision history of this document.

Revision Change Description

Revision 01 Initial release.

Table 1: Revision History
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Chapter 1
Release Overview

This ArubaOS release notes includes the following topics:

Throughout this document, branch controller and local controller are termed as managed device.

n New Features and Enhancements on page 9

n Supported Platforms on page 10

n Regulatory Updates on page 13

n Resolved Issues on page 14

n Known Issues and Limitations on page 24

n Upgrade Procedure on page 50

For the list of terms, refer to theGlossary.

Related Documents
The following guides are part of the complete documentation suite for the Aruba user-centric network:

n ArubaOS Getting Started Guide

n ArubaOS User Guide

n ArubaOS CLI Reference Guide

n ArubaOS API Guide

n ArubaMobility Master Licensing Guide

n Aruba Virtual Appliance Installation Guide

n Aruba Mobility Master Hardware Appliance Installation Guide

https://www.arubanetworks.com/techdocs/Glossary/Default.htm
https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00047552en_us
https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00099089en_us
https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00047548en_us
https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00047560en_us
https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00047670en_us
https://support.arubanetworks.com/Documentation/tabid/77/DMXModule/512/Default.aspx?EntryId=32542
https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00048423en_us
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Supported Browsers
The following browsers are officially supported for usewith the ArubaOSWebUI:

n Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 onWindows 7 andWindows 8

n Microsoft Edge (Microsoft Edge 38.14393.0.0 andMicrosoft EdgeHTML 14.14393) onWindows 10

n Mozilla Firefox 58 or later onWindows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, andmacOS

n Apple Safari 9.0 or later onmacOS

n Google Chrome 67 or later onWindows 7, Windows 10, andmacOS

Contacting Support

Main Site arubanetworks.com

Support Site https://asp.arubanetworks.com/

Airheads Social Forums and Knowledge
Base

community.arubanetworks.com

North American Telephone 1-800-943-4526 (Toll Free)
1-408-754-1200

International Telephone arubanetworks.com/support-services/contact-support/

Software Licensing Site lms.arubanetworks.com

End-of-life Information arubanetworks.com/support-services/end-of-life/

Security Incident Response Team Site: arubanetworks.com/support-services/security-bulletins/
Email: aruba-sirt@hpe.com

Table 2: Contact Information

http://www.arubanetworks.com/
https://asp.arubanetworks.com/
http://community.arubanetworks.com/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/contact-support/
https://lms.arubanetworks.com/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/end-of-life/
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/security-bulletins/
mailto:aruba-sirt@hpe.com
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Chapter 2
New Features and Enhancements

This chapter describes the features and enhancements introduced in this release.

no ap ap-blacklist-time command
The ap ap-blacklist-time command determines the time, in seconds, for which a client ismanually blacklisted. Starting fromArubaOS 8.3.0.16, theno
ap ap-blacklist-time command removes the blacklist time configured using the ap ap-blacklist-time command and restores the default value of
3600 seconds.
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Chapter 3
Supported Platforms

This chapter describes the platforms supported in this release.

Mobility Master Platforms
The following table displays theMobility Master platforms that are supported in this release.

Mobility Master Family Mobility Master Model

Hardware Mobility Master MM-HW-1K, MM-HW-5K, MM-HW-10K

Virtual Mobility Master MM-VA-50, MM-VA-500, MM-VA-1K, MM-VA-5K, MM-VA-10K

Table 3: Supported Mobility Master Platforms in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16

Mobility Controller Platforms
The following table displays theMobility Controller platforms that are supported in this release.

Mobility Controller Family Mobility Controller Model

7000 Series Hardware Mobility Controllers 7005, 7008, 7010, 7024, 7030

7200 Series Hardware Mobility Controllers 7205, 7210, 7220, 7240, 7240XM, 7280

MC-VA-xxx Virtual Mobility Controllers MC-VA-50, MC-VA-250, MC-VA-1K

Table 4: Supported Controller Platforms in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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AP Platforms
The following table displays the AP platforms that are supported in this release.

AP Family AP Model

100 Series AP-104, AP-105

103 Series AP-103

103H Series AP-103H

110 Series AP-114, AP-115

130 Series AP-134, AP-135

170 Series AP-175AC, AP-175AC-F1, AP-175DC, AP-175DC-F1, AP-175P, AP-175P-F1

200 Series AP-204, AP-205

203H Series AP-203H

205H Series AP-205H

207 Series AP-207

203R Series AP-203R, AP-203RP

210 Series AP-214, AP-215

220 Series AP-224, AP-225

228 Series AP-228

270 Series AP-274, AP-275, AP-277

300 Series AP-304, AP-305

303 Series AP-303

Table 5: Supported AP Platforms in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16



AP Family AP Model

303H Series AP-303H

310 Series AP-314, AP-315

318 Series AP-318

320 Series AP-324, AP-325

330 Series AP-334, AP-335

340 Series AP-344, AP-345

360 Series AP-365, AP-367

370 Series AP-374, AP-375, AP-377

RAP 3 Series RAP-3WN, RAP-3WNP

RAP 100 Series RAP-108, RAP-109

RAP 155 Series RAP-155, RAP-155P

Table 5: Supported AP Platforms in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16

ArubaOS 8.3.0.16 | Release Notes Supported Platforms | 12
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Chapter 4
Regulatory Updates

This chapter contains theDownloadable Regulatory Table (DRT) file version introduced in this release.

Periodic regulatory changesmay requiremodifications to the list of channels supported by an AP. For a complete list of channels supported by an AP
using a specific country domain, access the controller CLI and execute the show ap allowed-channels country-code <country-code> ap-type
<ap-model> command.

For a complete list of countries and the regulatory domains in which the APs are certified for operation, refer to theDownloadable Regulatory Table or
theDRT ReleaseNotes at https://asp.arubanetworks.com.

The following DRT file version is part of this release:

n DRT-1.0_79919

https://asp.arubanetworks.com/
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Chapter 5
Resolved Issues

This chapter describes the issues resolved in this release.

New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-144515 176105 Symptom: The configuration of an AP was lost and the AP rebooted
repeatedly. The fix ensures that the APs work as expected.
Scenario: This issue occurred due to a missing boot environment
configuration. This issue was observed in AP-205 access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.

AP-Platform AP-205 access
points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-187395
AOS-188564

— Symptom: The AAA test to the external server failed when executed
from the Diagnostics > Tools > AAA Server Test page of the WebUI.
The fix ensures that the WebUI allows the users to perform AAA test to
the external server.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the user entered the ", %, and #
special characters in the Password field and clicked the Test option. As a
result, the WebUI displayed the Authentication field as failed and
Processing time (ms) field as N/A. This issue was observed in managed
devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-192738
AOS-197047

— Symptom: The Mobility Master list in the WebUI incorrectly displayed
the MAC address of the primary Mobility Master for the secondary
Mobility Master. The fix ensures that the WebUI displays the correct
MAC address.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.10 or later versions.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.10

AOS-194316
AOS-210475

— Symptom: A few AP-205 access points crashed and rebooted
unexpectedly. The log files listed the reason for the event as Reboot
caused by kernel panic: Fatal exception: PC is at _wl_del_monitor
LR is at anul_assert_func. The fix ensures that the APs work as
expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in AP-205 access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.

AP-Wireless AP-205 access
points

ArubaOS
8.5.0.1

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-194774
AOS-207904

— Symptom: Some clients were unable to program the VLAN IP address in
the control plane when the VRRP peers were reloaded together. The fix
ensures that clients are able to program the VLAN IP address.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the VRRP VLANs did not have a
single physical port associated and were L2 connected through L2 GRE
tunnels. This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.

VLAN All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-194919 — Symptom: The HTTPD process in a Mobility Controller Virtual Appliance
crashed unexpectedly. The log files listed the reason for the event as
Reboot Cause: User reboot (Intent:cause: 86:50). The fix ensures that
the Mobility Controller Virtual Appliances work as expected.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the Mobility Controller Virtual
Appliance was scanned for security vulnerabilities. This issue was
observed in Mobility Controller Virtual Appliances and stand-alone
controllers running ArubaOS 8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Duplicates: AOS-195565, AOS-205648, AOS-206010, AOS-207904, AOS-
208602, AOS-208661, AOS-209625, AOS-212628, and AOS-213869

Web Server All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.0

AOS-195101 — Symptom: The traffic betweenmaster redundancy Mobility Masters was
dropped causing a few processes to be in PROCESS_NOT_
RESPONDING state. Hence, configurations were not synchronized
between the peers. This issue was resolved by disabling the ipsec-mark-
mgmt-frames parameter using the firewall wireless-bridge-aging
command.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the ipsec-mark-mgmt-frames
parameter was enabled using the firewall wireless-bridge-aging
command. This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.0.0 or later versions.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-197048 — Symptom: Some clients experienced degradedWi-Fi download speed
after the managed device resumed function post standby mode.
Enhancements to the wireless driver resolved this issue.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the AP did not setup an aggregation
session. This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.8 or later versions.

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16



New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-197552
AOS-206767

— Symptom: Some APs crashed and rebooted unexpectedly. The log file
listed the reason for the event as kernel panic: Fatal exception in
interrupt. The fix ensures that the APs work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in AP-305 access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions

AP-Wireless AP-305 access
points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-199291 — Symptom: A AAA server sent incorrect authentication response. The fix
ensures that the AAA server does not send any incorrect response.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.6.0.5 or later versions.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.5

AOS-199803
AOS-206120
AOS-213768
AOS-214906
AOS-217228
AOS-218983

— Symptom: Both CLI andWebUI of the Mobility Master did not display the
list of wired users connected to the network. The fix ensures that the
Mobility Master displays the list of wired users connected to the network.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.6.0.2 or later versions.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.5

AOS-201003
AOS-212135

— Symptom: Some Remote APs were unable to come up in a cluster. The
fix ensures that the Remote APs work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.2.0 or later versions.

AP Datapath All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.2.0

AOS-201233
AOS-214547

— Symptom: The Dashboard > Overview > Clients page inManaged
Network node hierarchy of the WebUI displayed incorrect client
bandwidth. The fix ensures that the WebUI displays the correct
bandwidth.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.6.0.6 or later versions.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.6

AOS-201699
AOS-205472
AOS-208964
AOS-208995

— Symptom: A user was unable to send or receive traffic. This issue
occurred when an ACL was unavailable for the user role. The fix ensures
that the managed devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-202274 — Symptom: The TRAPD process in a managed device crashed and
rebooted unexpectedly. The fix ensures that the TRAPD process does
not crash in the managed device.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions in a Mobility Master-Managed Device topology.

SNMP All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.3

AOS-203322 — Symptom: The command tar clean logs did not remove the logs.tar.7z
file. The fix ensures that the command works as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.5.0.10.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.10

AOS-203698
AOS-216011

— Symptom: A mismatch was observed in ACL positions between the
Mobility Master and the managed devices. The fix ensures that there is
no mismatch in ACL positions.
Scenario: This issue occurred when the ACLs of the user-role were
changed. This issue was observed in Mobility Masters andmanaged
devices running ArubaOS 8.5.0.6 or later versions.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.6

AOS-204036 — Symptom:Users were unable to configure multiple route ACEs with
different TCP or UDP source ports. The fix ensures that the users are
able to configure ACEs with different source ports.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.0.0.0 or later versions.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.0

AOS-204378
AOS-209939

— Symptom: A few clients were unable to roam properly when 802.11r
feature was enabled. The fix ensures that clients can roam between APs
when 802.11r feature is enabled.
Scenario: This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.5.0.5 or
later versions.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.5

AOS-204764
AOS-207049

— Symptom: AP configurations were reset and APs moved to the default
AP group after a power outage. The fix ensures that the APs work as
expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.3.0.7 or
later versions.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16



New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-205344 — Symptom: A few clients experienced slow connection speed when they
connected to APs using mobile devices. Enhancements to the wireless
driver resolved this issue.
Scenario: This issue was observed in regions that operated under legacy
regulatory rules. This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS
8.6.0.4 or later versions.

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.4

AOS-205996 — Symptom: A user experienced network latency. The fix ensures that the
managed device works as expected.
Scenario: This issue occurred due to high CPU utilization in a managed
device. This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.5.0.5 or later versions.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.5

AOS-206221 — Symptom: APs did not come up during a datacenter failover. The fix
ensures that the APs work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.5.0.3 or
later versions.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.3

AOS-206355 — Symptom: LLDP process crashed during ZTP in managed devices. The
fix ensures that the managed devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue occurred due to memory corruption. This issue was
observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.2.6 and later
versions.

LLDP All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.6

AOS-206713
AOS-207273
AOS-207332

— Symptom: Users were unable to remove a managed device from the L2
connected cluster. The fix ensures that the users are able to remove the
managed device.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed device running ArubaOS
8.5.0.0 or later versions.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.0

AOS-207073
AOS-213015

— Symptom: A few APs crashed and rebooted unexpectedly. The log files
listed the reason for the event as Fatal exception in interrupt. The fix
ensures that the APs work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in AP-305 access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.

AP-Wireless AP-305 access
points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-207416 — Symptom: The whitelist entry displayed the status of the Remote AP as
Provisioned instead of Authenticated. Also, the Remote AP had to be
authorized using the Ethernet port every time after a reload. The fix
ensures that the status of the Remote APs authenticated using the
authorization profile remain authenticated.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Remote APs running ArubaOS
8.5.0.8 or later versions.

CPsec-Whitelist
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.8

AOS-207458
AOS-205925

— Symptom:When the show ucc client-info command was issued, the
stand-alone controller did not display the UCC client data. The fix
ensures that the stand-alone controller displays the UCC client data.
Scenario: This issue was observed in stand-alone controllers running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.8 or later versions.

UCC All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-207492
AOS-210872

— Symptom: A few clients were not redirected to the captive portal page.
The fix ensures that captive portal works as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.6.0.3 or later versions.

Captive Portal All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.3

AOS-207619
AOS-210965
AOS-214503

— Symptom: A few clients were not redirected to the captive portal page.
The fix ensures that captive portal is working as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.13 or later versions.

Captive Portal All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.13

AOS-207659
AOS-212394

— Symptom: The profmgr process crashed onmanaged devices. The fix
ensures that the managed devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.6.0.4 or later versions.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.4

AOS-207791 — Symptom: The udbserver process crashedmultiple times on a
managed device. The fix ensures that the managed device works as
expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.5.0.8 or later versions.

Local Database All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.8

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16



New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-207970 — Symptom: A few APs stopped sending unicast packets after a few
configuration changes. The fix ensures that APs continue to send unicast
packets.
Scenario: This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.7.0.0 or
later versions

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.7.0.0

AOS-208337
AOS-209348
AOS-212655
AOS-213442
AOS-219341

— Symptom: The airmatch_recv process crashed onMobility Controller
Virtual Appliances. The fix ensures that the Mobility Controller Virtual
Appliance works as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Controller Virtual
Appliance running ArubaOS 8.5.0.7 or later versions.

AirMatch All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.7

AOS-208421 — Symptom: Some managed devices crashed and rebooted unexpectedly.
The log file listed the reason for the event as Reboot Cause: Soft
Watchdog reset. The fix ensures that the managed devices work as
expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.5.0.10 or later versions.
Duplicates: AOS-209367, AOS-209509, AOS-209606, AOS-211577, AOS-
211772, AOS-211879, and AOS-212502.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.10

AOS-208568
AOS-219343

— Symptom: The show ap essid command displayed incorrect VLAN(s)
values. The fix ensures that the correct VLAN values are displayed.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.13 or later versions.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.13

AOS-208790 — Symptom: Some APs logged the error message, Unexpected stm
(Station management) runtime error at wifi_mgmt_recv_frame,
10284, wifi_mgmt_recv_frame:10284: NULL src-mac, frame type=0,
subtype=15. The fix ensures that the APs work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.5.0.9 or
later versions.

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.9

AOS-209165 — Symptom: The Configuration > AP Groups page did not sort the list of
AP groups based on when they were created, and hence the newly
created AP groups were displayed at the bottom of the table. The fix
ensures that the WebUI sorts the list of AP groups.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-209612 — Symptom: The value of Tx data bytes transmitted for 5 GHz radio was
lower than the actual transmitted value. The fix ensures that the actual
values are transmitted for 5 GHz radio.
Scenario: This issue was observed in AP-205 access points running
ArubaOS 8.6.0.5 or later versions.

AP-Wireless AP-205 access
points

ArubaOS
8.6.0.5

AOS-209701
AOS-215784
AOS-218407

— Symptom:Users were unable to connect to a few APs. The fix ensures
seamless connectivity.
Scenario: This issue was observed in AP-303 access points running
ArubaOS 8.5.0.10 or later versions.

AP-Wireless AP-303 access
points

ArubaOS
8.5.0.10

AOS-210065
AOS-213825

— Symptom: A few users were unable to connect to an AP. The fix ensures
seamless connectivity.
Scenario: This issue occurred when AirMatch sent incorrect
configurations to AP. This issue was observed in APs running ArubaOS
8.5.0.10 or later versions.

AirMatch All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.10

AOS-210404 — Symptom: The Pending Changes option did not appear in the WebUI.
The fix ensures that the WebUI displays the Pending Changes option.
Scenario: This issue occurred when there were too many unsaved nodes
and the show configuration unsaved-nodes command had an output
of more than 1024 characters. This issue was observed in Mobility
Masters running ArubaOS 8.3.0.7 or later versions.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-210416
AOS-210480

— Symptom: The show ap client trail-info command displayed incorrect
VLAN(s) values. The fix ensures that the correct VLAN values are
displayed.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.5.0.8 or later versions.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.8

AOS-210448 — Symptom: Some APs crashed and rebooted unexpectedly.
Enhancements to the driver resolved the issue.
Scenario: This issue occurred when wireless containment was enabled.
This issue was observed in 200 Series access points running ArubaOS
8.6.0.4 or later versions.

AP-Wireless 200 Series
access points

ArubaOS
8.6.0.4
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AOS-210484 — Symptom: Some managed devices did not display the 802.11k
measurements from clients. The fix ensures that the managed devices
display the 802.11k measurements.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.0.0 or later versions.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-210990 — Symptom: Some managed devices sent BPDUs when STP was globally
disabled. The fix ensures that the managed devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.6.0.0 or later versions.

STP All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.0

AOS-212063
AOS-216153

— Symptom: Licenses were installed with incorrect dates. The fix ensures
that licenses are installed with correct dates.
Scenario: This issue was observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.5.0.10 or later versions.

Licensing All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.10

AOS-212423 — Symptom:High bandwidth usage was observed on a few clients. The fix
ensures optimal bandwidth usage.
Scenario: This issue occurred when AP ports in split tunnel forwarding
mode were moved to tunnel forwarding mode. This issue was observed
in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions

AP Datapath All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-212935 — Symptom: Temporary ACL was applied to user roles even if the
disaster-recovery mode was disabled. The fix ensures that the managed
devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue occurred when same configuration changes in
disaster-recovery mode were submitted twice using the write memory
command. This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.6 or later versions.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-212980
AOS-217034
AOS-217127
AOS-218636

— Symptom: Some managed devices did not execute complete commands
and displayed incorrect outputs. The fix ensures that the correct output
is displayed for each command.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.5.0.11 or later versions.

Controller
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.11
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New Bug
ID

Old Bug
ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-213089 — Symptom: Some managed devices crashed and rebooted unexpectedly.
The log file listed the reason for the event as Reboot Cause: Kernel
Panic (Intent:cause:register 12:86:f0:2). The fix ensures that the
managed devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Duplicates: AOS-213044, AOS-213295, AOS-214238, AOS-214431, AOS-
214678, AOS-215123, AOS-215572, AOS-216951, AOS-217734

Controller
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-214255 — Symptom:Older 802.11b clients were unable to connect to a few APs.
The fix ensures seamless connectivity.
Scenario: This issue occurred when VAPs on 2.4 GHz radio were
configured with different basic rates and when few VAPs did not include
802.11b CCK rates. This issue was observed in AP-203R, AP-203RP, AP-
203H, and AP-207 access points running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later
versions.

AP-Wireless AP-203R, AP-
203RP, AP-203H,
and AP-207
access points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-215641
AOS-215642
AOS-217268
AOS-217362
AOS-217640

— Symptom: The ISAKMPD process crashed onmanaged devices. The fix
ensures that the managed devices work as expected.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.6.0.0 or later versions in a PSK-RAP setup.

IPsec All platforms ArubaOS
8.6.0.0

Table 6: Resolved Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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Chapter 6
Known Issues and Limitations

This chapter describes the known issues and limitations observed in this release.

We have migrated to a new defect tracking tool. Some bugs are listed with the new bug ID, which is prefixed by AOS.

Limitation
Following is the limitation observed in this release:

Port-Channel Limitation in 7280 Controllers
On 7280 controllers with all themember ports of each port-channel configured from the sameNAE (Network Acceleration Engine), if one of the
member ports experiences link flap either due to a network event or a user driven action, the rest of the port-channels also observe the link flap for less
than a second.

Known Issues
Following are the known issues observed in this release:
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New Bug ID Old
Bug ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-131325
AOS-146748

159222
179137

Symptom: The number of clients displayed in the active-standby IP field on
the Mobility Master dashboard is incorrect.
Scenario: This issue occurs due to a cluster failover causing race condition.
This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS 8.1.0.0 or later
versions.
Workaround: None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.1.0.0

AOS-131862 159923 Symptom: The Configuration > Services > WAN page of the managed
device does not have the Policy-Based Routing andNextHop
Configuration accordions in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.1.0.0.
Workaround: None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.1.0.0

AOS-133998 162623 Symptom: The output of the show ap arm history ap-name <ap-name>
command does not display the radar detection event for an AP.
Scenario: This issue is observed in AP-203H access points running
ArubaOS 8.2.0.0.
Workaround:None.

ARM AP-203H
access points

ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-138468
AOS-139501

168180
169525

Symptom: The profmgr process in a managed device crashes when a
single instance default profile is modified in the disaster-recovery mode.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-138833 168636 Symptom: A client is unable to connect to a controller from Aruba Central
using SSH.
Scenario: This issue is observed in 7005 controllers running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Aruba Central 7005
controllers

ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-141408 172137 Symptom: Some users are unable to delete a routing ACL from the
managed device though it is not referenced by VLAN interface or tunnels.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.1.0.0.
Workaround:None.

Policy-Based
Routing

All platforms ArubaOS
8.1.0.0
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AOS-141568
AOS-149331

172360
182937

Symptom: The output of the show lldp neighbor command displays only
the first entry from the LLDP neighbors table.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the other neighbor entries are
overwritten. This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

SNMP All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-141831 172680 Symptom: The MIB files and IDS logs have references to an unnecessary
URL.
Scenario: This issue is observed in MIB files and IDS logs of managed
devices running ArubaOS 8.2.0.0.
Workaround: None.

SNMP All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-141973
AOS-146393

172857
178662

Symptom: The BOCMGR process in a Mobility Master crashes
unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.0.2 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.2

AOS-142546 173570 Symptom: The text banner is not displayed at the login prompt in the
WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in a Mobility Master Virtual Appliance
running ArubaOS 8.2.0.1.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.1

AOS-143095
AOS-154432

174270
189772

Symptom: A fewmanaged devices display a large number of PAPI_open_
udp_socket error messages when the show log all | include PAPI_open
command is executed.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-143131 174316 Symptom: The output of the show user-table command displays the This
command is not applicable on master switch error message.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.0.1 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.1

Table 7: Known Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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New Bug ID Old
Bug ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-144235 175766 Symptom: The show ap debug client-stats command requires the
client-mac parameter although the clear ap debug client-stats
command does not require the client-mac parameter.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.0.2.
Workaround:None.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.2

AOS-144500
AOS-145987

176087
178109

Symptom: A few users are unable to configure netdestination or
netservice using the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters or managed devices
running ArubaOS 8.4.0.0.
Workaround: None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.0

AOS-144676
AOS-145471

176330
177428

Symptom: The Diagnostics > Technical Support > Copy Files page in
the WebUI displays a success message even though the TFTP file transfer
fails.
Scenario: This issue occurs when a user copies a file using TFTP. This issue
is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS 8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-144684
AOS-184346

176339 Symptom: A fewmanaged devices are receiving log files with incorrect or
garbled ESSID and BSSID values.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-144969
AOS-202029

176743 Symptom: Captive portal customizations are not synchronized to the
managed device. That is, the default page is displayed although the
customizations are saved when the captive portal profile name is
configured with blank spaces.
Scenario: This issue was observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Captive Portal All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7
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AOS-145098 176930 Symptom: An AirGroup server that is connected as a Per User Tunneled
Node client is not displayed as an AirGroup server on the Mobility Master.
Scenario: This issue occurs when a tunneled_node GSM channel is used for
user subscription. This issue is observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.2.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

SDN All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-145102
AOS-145544

176935
177529

Symptom: The profmgr process in a managed device crashes when the
user attempts to delete the expired evaluation licenses from the
Configuration > System > Licensing page in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-145303 177204 Symptom: The following streaming API and the CLI command on a
managed device return a value of 0 for Minimum RTT:
n The stats_ip_probe_uplink streaming API
n The show ip health-check verbose command
Scenario: This issue occurs in managed devices withUplink Health-check
configuration enabled. This issue is observed in 7000 Series and 7200
Series controllers running ArubaOS 8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Datapath

7000 Series
and 7200
Series
controllers

ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-145566 177559 Symptom: A Mobility Master is unable to forward the traffic that is sourced
from an IP interface in the gateway.
Scenario: This issue occurs when netdestinations are used in the routing
ACL rule. This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Policy-Based
Routing

All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-145577 177571 Symptom: An IPv6 link local address is incorrectly generated for a VLAN
interface that is configured only with IPv4 address.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the operational state of the VLAN
interface that is configured only with an IPv4 address is UP. This issue is
observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

IPv6 All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0
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AOS-145747 177800 Symptom: Aruba Central agent debugging logs contain the hash value for
the certificate sign challenge.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Logging All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-145910 178014 Symptom: A fewmanaged devices send RADIUS accounting request
packets to ClearPass Policy Manager without class attributes.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.0.2.
Workaround: None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.2

AOS-146200 178394 Symptom: When an incorrect password is entered in an external captive
portal, errmsg=Authentication%20failed is appended incorrectly to the
URL and the login page does not load correctly.
Scenario: This issue occurs when external captive portal is used with a non-
ClearPass Policy Manager server. This issue is observed in managed
devices running ArubaOS 8.2.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Captive Portal All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-146425 178709 Symptom: The Ipsec-map name drop-down list does not display the
system-generated IPsec map in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the user creates a new policy rule in the
Configuration > Roles & Policies > Policies > <policy_name> > <new_
policy_rule> page, and selects Forward to ipsec-map option from the
Action drop-down list in the WebUI. This issue is observed in Mobility
Masters running ArubaOS 8.2.1.0.
Workaround: None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-146571 178905 Symptom: The role name is incorrectly displayed in the edit rule table in
Configuration > Roles & Policies > Roles > Global Rules page in the
WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.1.0.
Workaround: None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0
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AOS-146588
AOS-146778

178936
179171

Symptom: The General Information > Networking page in a Mobility
Master Virtual Appliance does not display information about DNS server
and IP address.
Scenario: This issue is observed in a Mobility Master Virtual Appliance
running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-146720 179107 Symptom: A stand-alone controller displays theModule licensemgr is
busy. Please try later error message while adding licenses.
Scenario: This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers running
ArubaOS 8.1.0.4 in a master-local topology.
Workaround:None.

Licensing All platforms ArubaOS
8.1.0.4

AOS-146829 179248 Symptom:No error message is displayed when an SNMP community /
user string is configured with less than 5 characters.
Scenario: This issue is observed in the managed devices running in
ArubaOS 8.2.1.0-FIPS.
Workaround: None.

SNMP All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0-FIPS

AOS-146980
AOS-151012

179457
185165

Symptom: A managed device crashes unexpectedly. The log file lists the
reason for this event as Reboot Cause: Reboot by Upgrade Manager
Intent:cause:register 60:86:50:60).
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.1.1 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-147039
AOS-156717

179627
193004

Symptom: The FPAPPs process is stuck in a managed device.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the initial full-setup wizard is used to
switch a 7205 controller that is running in stand-alone mode to a managed
device and an invalid netmask is entered. This issue is observed in 7205
controllers running ArubaOS 8.2.1.0.
Workaround: None.

L2 Forwarding 7205
controllers

ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-147508
AOS-192266

— Symptom:Users are unable to add net destinations from /md hierarchy.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7
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AOS-147552 180489 Symptom: A CLI-based upgrade of a stand-alone controller fails with the
Timed out, Try again error message.
Scenario: This issue occurs in a slow network connection when the copy
scp command fails to download the ArubaOS image even after 15 minutes.
This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers running ArubaOS 8.2.1.0
or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-147930 181059 Symptom: The mDNS RADIUS requests are sent with the NAS-IP address in
the reverse order to the ClearPass Policy Manager.
Scenario: This issue occurs because of wrong endianess. This issue is
observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

AirGroup All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-148349 181630 Symptom: A user is not able to disable the openflow-profile on a
managed device.
Scenario: This issue occurs when user disables the openflow profile at a
configuration level lower than /md. This issue is observed in managed
devices running ArubaOS 8.2.1.1 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

SDN All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-149084 182604 Symptom: The Illegal operation on the interface error is observed
when the user tries to add or remove a trusted VLAN on the managed
device.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the user tries to configure the Gigabit
Ethernet interface with a valid port range. This issue is observed in
managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

VLAN All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0
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AOS-149214 182780 Symptom: The output of a few show datapath commands displays the
MAC address in upper case.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the following show datapath commands
are issued.
n show datapath route-cache
n show datapath station
n show datapath bridge
n show datapath firewall-agg-sess
n show datapath tunnel
n show datapath tunnel station-list
n show datapath user
n show datapath user rad-counter
This issue is not restricted to any controller model or ArubaOS release
versions.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-149543 183200 Symptom: During upgrade process, the image files are left on the flash
drive and the user is unable to upgrade the ArubaOS image.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Platform

Controller-
Platform

ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-149544 183201 Symptom: The upgrade of ArubaOS controllers is delayed due to slow
uplink speed.
Scenario: This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers running
ArubaOS 8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-149633
AOS-154720
AOS-197034

183327
190157

Symptom: The SSID name is incorrectly displayed inDashboard > WLANS
page in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue occurs because the SSID name contains special
characters. This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.4.0.0.
Workaround:None.

UI-Monitoring All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.0
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AOS-150202 184070 Symptom: Some VIA clients are unable to connect to Suite-B (AES-GCM)
cryptographic algorithms with ECDSA certificates enabled on a managed
device.
Scenario: This issue occurs due to improper interaction of advanced
cryptographic license with the IKE module. This issue is observed in
managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

IPsec All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.0

AOS-150317
AOS-203249

184210 Symptom: A managed device reboots, loses all configuration, and boots up
on an alternative partition that is running a different ArubaOS version.
Scenario: This issue is observed in 7280 controllers running ArubaOS
8.3.0.8 or later versions.

Controller-
Platform

7280
controllers

ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-150463
AOS-150464

184411
184412

Symptom: The output legends like flags and statuses for the command,
show ap debug client-table does not appear in the alphabetical order.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.4.0.0.
Workaround:None.

Air Management
- IDS

All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.0

AOS-150721 184754 Symptom: The certificate expiration date is not calculated correctly and
displays the current date as the expiration validity date.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the day light savings is not considered in
the timezone calculation. This issue is observed in managed devices
running ArubaOS 8.2.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Certificate
Manager

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-150748 184786 Symptom: A few APs are not broadcasting on Virtual APs and are
displaying D flag in the output of the show ap database command,
indicating that the AP configuration either has errors or is missing.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.0.2 or later versions in a cluster setup.
Workaround: Ensure the VLAN name binding on virtual-ap profile is same
as the name of named VLAN.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.2

AOS-150797 184849 Symptom: Clients are unable to make or receive calls and a Network
busy error message is displayed.
Scenario: This issue occurs whenWMM is disabled on the managed device.
This issue is observed in AP-315 access points running ArubaOS 8.2.1.1.
Workaround:None.

WMM AP-315 access
points

ArubaOS
8.2.1.1
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AOS-150844 184903 Symptom: Some AMONmessages related to uplink load balancing are not
forwarded to Aruba Central.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

AMON All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-151282 185506 Symptom: A managed device is unable to synchronize its AP whitelist on
Mobility Master with the Activate whitelist database.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the managed device is unable to contact
the Mobility Master to establish IPsec tunnels. This issue is observed in
managed devices running ArubaOS 8.0.1.0.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-151350 185597 Symptom: The output of the show switches command displays the IPv6
address of a standby Mobility Master as none.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the show switches command is
executed on a Mobility Master. This issue is observed in Mobility Masters
running ArubaOS 8.2.1.1.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-151355 185602 Symptom: A fewmanaged devices are unable to pass traffic to the
nexthop VPN Concentrator (VPNC) using Policy-Based Routing.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Policy-Based
Routing

All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-151759 186146 Symptom: The output of the show ap debug port status ap-name <ap-
name> command displays the status of PortFast parameter as unknown.
Scenario: This issue is observed in AP-303H access points running
ArubaOS 8.2.1.1 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

AP-Platform AP-303H
access points

ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-152076
AOS-150739

186605
184774
185405

Symptom: A managed device fails to establish IPsec tunnel on its primary
uplink.
Scenario: This issue occurs because the socket descriptor slots are not
reused when the IP address is flapped in the isakmpd process. This issue is
observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.0.1.0.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0
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AOS-152500 187191 Symptom: Some wireless clients are not added as OpenFlow hosts in the
Mobility Master.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.1.1 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

SDN All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-152511 187205 Symptom:Users are unable to bulk provision Remote APs to Campus APs
using the Configuration > Access > Provisioning Rules page in the
WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in AP-303H access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.2 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

WebUI AP-303H
access points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.2

AOS-152521
AOS-153498

187218
188547

Symptom: A few clients display incorrect roles inDashboard > Traffic
Analysis > Clients page in the WebUI although the clients get
authenticated roles.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.1.1 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Firewall All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.0

AOS-152631 187390 Symptom: Some VoIP clients face connectivity issues when IPv6 is enabled.
Scenario: This issue occurs when UCC flows are processed using the IPv6
address instead of the IPv4 address of the managed device in an IPv6
cluster. This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.1.1
or later versions.
Workaround: None.

UCC All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-152745 187566 Symptom: Some APs detect false radar signals and change radio channels
frequently.
Scenario: This issue is observed in AP-228, AP-305, 320 Series, and 340
Series access points running ArubaOS 8.3.0.1 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

AP-Wireless AP-228, AP-
305, 320
Series, and
340 Series
access points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.1

AOS-153780
AOS-197947

188932 Symptom: The STM process causes highmemory utilization on a Mobility
Master Virtual Appliance.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Master Virtual Appliance
running ArubaOS 8.3.0.6 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6
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AOS-153850 189024 Symptom: An AP does not receive an IP address when its ENET1 port is
used as uplink and the ENET0 port is simultaneously connected to a client.
Scenario: This issue is observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0.
Workaround: None.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-154246 189552 Symptom: IP access restriction on VLAN interface is not working as
expected and is not blocking expected traffic.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.2.1 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

VLAN All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.1

AOS-154493
AOS-187981

189856 Symptom: The Datapath process crashes in a controller. The log files list
the reason for this event as Reboot Cause: Datapath timeout (SOS
Assert) (Intent:cause:register 54:86:50:4).
Scenario: This issue is observed in 7200 Series controllers running
ArubaOS 8.2.2.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Datapath

7200 Series
controllers

ArubaOS
8.4.0.0

AOS-154866 190347 Symptom: The user is unable to add untrusted VLANs to the interface from
theMobility Master > Interfaces > Ports > Allowed VLANs> Add
Allowed VLAN > Trust page in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.3 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.3

AOS-155537 191274 Symptom: An error message, Error while removing tacacs-accounting
reference to server-group LMHS-CP_TACACS is displayed when TACACS
accounting is enabled on any server group.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.3.
Workaround: None.

TACACS All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.3

AOS-155801 191726 Symptom: SNMP walk performed from AirWave does not produce correct
results.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.3 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

SNMP All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.3
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AOS-155879 191818 Symptom: Some users are unable to delete or edit guest provisioning user
using WebUI or CLI.
Scenario: This issue occurs due to a trailing space that is added when
adding a user. This issue is observed in Mobility Master Virtual Appliance
running ArubaOS 8.2.0.2 or later versions.
Workaround:None

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.0.2

AOS-155987
AOS-157010

191958
193361

Symptom: The ap_name field appears blank in reporting_radio, radio_
history, and ap_info collection parameters.
Scenario: This issue is observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.3.0.3 or later
versions.
Workaround: None.

AirMatch All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.3

AOS-156068 192100 Symptom: The DDS process in a managed device crashes unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.1.1 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS
Security

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.1

AOS-156080
AOS-156088
AOS-182758
AOS-196131
AOS-191121

192112
192122

Symptom: A managed device shows Skype error messages in the HTTPD
logs. The visibility of Skype for Business call records are missing from the
WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.2.2.
Workaround:None.

Web Server All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.2

AOS-156742
AOS-156977

193031
193319

Symptom: A user is unable to make changes to the IP Probe configuration,
after forwarding a complete configuration using API.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-157056 193423 Symptom: The Authentication process on a managed device crashes and
the APs reboot.
Scenario: This issue occurs when clients that are in bridge forwarding
mode, communicate with a managed device, in the split tunnel mode. This
issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.1.0 or later
versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0
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AOS-157492 194064 Symptom: VRRP authentication fails in a managed device.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

VRRP All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.1.0

AOS-157795
AOS-206376

194516 Symptom: A fewmanaged devices are unable to process two APN usb-
init strings using the uplink cellular apn command with Huawei E3372
modem.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.6 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-158299 195239 Symptom: The profmgr process crashes and the Mobility Master reboots
unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Master running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-158497 195513 Symptom: An AP reboots unexpectedly. The log file lists the reason for this
event as Reboot caused by kernel panic: softlockup: hung tasks.
Scenario: This issue is observed in AP-303H access points running
ArubaOS 8.2.2.3 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

AP Datapath AP-303H
access points

ArubaOS
8.2.2.3

AOS-158621
AOS-213582

— Symptom: The profmgr process crashes and the Mobility Master reboots
unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.0.1.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-195616
AOS-196228
AOS-193980

— Symptom: A few clients lose L3 connectivity though the L2 connectivity is
up.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the client enters power saving mode and
the AP queues packets. This issue is observed in 200 Series access points
running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

AP-Wireless 200 Series
access points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.0
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AOS-183706 — Symptom: The tx radio power of a few APs are lesser than the tx radio
power of other APs in the same network.
Scenario: This issue is observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.3.0.6 or later
versions.
Workaround:None.

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-184947
AOS-192737

— Symptom: The jitter and health score data are missing from the
Dashboard > Infrastructure > Uplink > Health page in the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Master running ArubaOS
8.4.0.4 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.4

AOS-185127
AOS-187183
AOS-211154

— Symptom: The CFGM process in a Mobility Master stops responding and
goes into PROCESS_NOT_RESPONDING_CRITICAL state. As a result, the
output of the show switches command display theModule Configuration
Manager is busy. Please try later error message.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.5.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.0

AOS-185538
AOS-195334

— Symptom: A high number of EAP-TLS timeouts are observed in a managed
device.
Scenario: This issue occurs because multiple IP addresses are assigned to
each client. This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.8 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-186009
AOS-189072

— Symptom: The AP database for an access point displays F flag even after a
successful 802.1X authentication.
Scenario: This issue is observed in AP-303H access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.3 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

AP-Platform AP-303H
access points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.3

AOS-186133 — Symptom: A fewmanaged devices display unusually highmulticast traffic
in Performance Summary > All Radiosmonitoring page.
Scenario: This issue is observed in 320 Series access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.6 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

AP-Wireless 320 Series
access points

ArubaOS
8.3.0.6
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AOS-186184 — Symptom: The Configuration > Access Points page in the WebUI does
not display the SNMP System Location.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-186774 — Symptom:When the show memory cfgm command is executed, a large
memory allocation is displayed in the output of the command.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-187115 — Symptom: Application name in the policy configuration is incorrect in the
Configuration > Roles & Policies > Policies > <Policy name>WebUI
page.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the WebUI is accessed for the first time.
This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS 8.2.2.0 or later
versions.
Workaround: None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.0

AOS-187422
AOS-189258

— Symptom: The output of show log all and show audit-trail commands
displays the unencrypted password entered for non-profile commands such
as aaa test-server command.
Scenario: This issue is observed in a Mobility Master Virtual Appliance
running ArubaOS 8.3.0.5 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.5

AOS-187672
AOS-213397

— Symptom: Memory leak is observed in arci-cli-helper process.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters andmanaged devices
running ArubaOS 8.3.0.6 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Web Server All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-187834 — Symptom: A few APs do not send Port VLAN IDs in an LLDP packet although
the native-vlan-id parameter is set using the ap system-profile
command.
Scenario: This issue is observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.2.2.0 or later
versions.
Workaround:None.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.0
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AOS-188002
AOS-195453

— Symptom: The OFA process crashes in a managed device unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue occurs due to a memory leak. This issue is observed in
managed devices running ArubaOS 8.2.2.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

SDN All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.3

AOS-188285 — Symptom:Mesh portal reboots continuously because the value ofwpa_
hex_key value exceeds more than 132 bytes string in the ap mesh-
recovery-profile cluster <cluster_id> wpa-hexkey <wpa_hex_key>
command. The log file lists the reason for the event as AP rebooted Tue
Jun 11 10:40:01 CDT 2019; Critical process /aruba/bin/meshd [pid
2450] DIED, process marked as RESTART.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Master running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Mesh All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-188478 — Symptom: The Remote AP whitelist file does not contain the first MAC
address entry.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the user runs the show whitelist-db rap
export-css <filename> command to export the Remote AP whitelist file to
the controller directory. This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers
running ArubaOS 8.3.0.5 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Local Database All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.5

AOS-188719 — Symptom: LACP is in blocked state on a managed device.
Scenario: This issue occurs when there is a mismatch of the port speeds
between ports. This issue is observed in 7280 controllers running ArubaOS
8.3.0.1 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Port-Channel 7280
controllers

ArubaOS
8.3.0.1

AOS-189757
AOS-198545
AOS-203096

— Symptom: The captive portal redirection does not work when the client's
http GET packet contains files with .png or .gif format.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Captive Portal All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.2
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AOS-190240
AOS-192168

— Symptom: The SNMP query to managed devices returns very high values
for wlanESSIDNum stations.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.3 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Station
Management

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.3

AOS-192725 — Symptom: The Dashboard > Overview page of the WebUI displays
incorrect number of users intermittently.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.8 or later version.
Workaround: None.
Duplicates: AOS-188255, AOS-190476, AOS-190946, AOS-193586, AOS-
194784, AOS-196004, AOS-200375, and AOS-210787

Monitoring All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-193560
AOS-198565
AOS-200262
AOS-204794
AOS-208110
AOS-209989
AOS-212249

— Symptom: The number of APs that are DOWN are incorrectly displayed in
the WebUI. However, CLI displays the correct status of APs.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.4.0.4 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.4.0.4

AOS-193775
AOS-194581
AOS-197372

— Symptom: A mismatch of AP count and client count is observed between
the Mobility Master and the managed device.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Monitoring All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.2

AOS-193883
AOS-197756

— Symptom: A few APs are unable to use DHCP IPv6 addresses and option
52 for master discovery.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the APs did not clear the previous LMS
entries after an upgrade. This issue is observed in access points running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.8 or later versions.
Workaround:Delete the IPv4 addresses from AP system profile using the
command, ap system-profile and from high availability profiles using the
command, ha.

AP Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8
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AOS-194381 — Symptom: Some managed devices lose the route-cache entries and drop
the VRRP IP addresses sporadically.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-195089 — Symptom: The DNS traffic is incorrectly getting classified as Thunder and
is getting blocked.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the DNS traffic is blocked and peer-peer
ACL is denied for users. This issue is observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-195100
AOS-198302
AOS-204455
AOS-206735

— Symptom: The health status of a managed device is incorrectly displayed
as Poor in the Dashboard > Infrastructure page of the Mobility Master's
WebUI.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-195526 — Symptom: Clients are unable to get the DHCP address.
Scenario: This issue occurs because the ACE entries of the logon role ACL
changes to Deny all when the PEFNG feature is disabled. This issue is
observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.8 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-196399 — Symptom:DDS traffic causes IP reassembly failures in datapath.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.6 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

DDS All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6
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AOS-197127 — Symptom: A managed device crashes and reboots unexpectedly. The log
file lists the reason for this event as Datapath timeout (Fpapps Initiated)
(Intent:cause:register 51:86:50:2).
Scenario: This issue is observed in 7200 Series controllers running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.7 or later versions in a cluster setup.
Workaround:None.
Duplicates: AOS-197060, AOS-197130, AOS-197137, AOS-197161, AOS-
197163, AOS-198720, AOS-201821, AOS-200341, and AOS-204938

Controller-
Datapath

7200 Series
controllers

ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-197548
AOS-209545

— Symptom:MAC authentication is not initialized when IPv6 is globally
disabled.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.13 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

MAC-Based
Authentication

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.13

AOS-198281 — Symptom: The details of the Up time inManaged network > Dashboard
> Access Points > Access Points table in the WebUI does not get updated
correctly.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.2.6 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.6

AOS-198605 — Symptom: A few APs fail to transition to a standby managed device during
a datacenter failover.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.10 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Cluster-Manager All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.10

AOS-198670 — Symptom: Forward slash / does not search for the next hit in CLI output.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.0.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

CLI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-199306
AOS-201623

— Symptom: APs crash and reboot unexpectedly. The log file lists the reason
for the event as Reboot caused by kernel panic: Fatal exception in
interrupt [packet_lookup_frame+0x30/0x68].
Scenario: This issue is observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.3.0.6 or later
versions.
Workaround:None.

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6
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AOS-199423
AOS-205532

— Symptom: Some L3 redundant Mobility Masters generate the profmgr
error logs.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.5.0.5-FIPS version.
Workaround: None.

Interface All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.5

AOS-200765 — Symptom: A fewmanaged devices log the error message, <199804>
<4844> |authmgr| |cluster| gsm_auth.c, auth_gsm_publish_ip_user_
local_section:1011: auth_gsm_publish_ip_user_local_section: ip_user_
local_flags.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions in a cluster setup.
Workaround:None.

Cluster-Manager All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-201454 — Symptom: Uplink routing using next-hop list fails after uplink failover.
Scenario: This issue occurs when uplink VLAN 4093 receives IP address
from a NAT device. This issue is observed in managed devices running
ArubaOS 8.2.2.6 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Policy Based
Routing

All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.6

AOS-201812
AOS-201813

— Symptom:Disabled VLANs generate the wlsxVlanLinkDown and
wlsxVlanInterfaceEntryChanged traps.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

SNMP All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-203097 — Symptom:WebUI prompts that additional VLANs will be deleted when a
user tries to delete a VLAN.
Scenario: This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.10 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.10

AOS-194113
AOS-203184
AOS-213027
AOS-217082

— Symptom:Users are unable to perform captive portal authentication when
the login URL of the captive portal profile points to ClearPass Policy
Manager.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.5.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.7
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AOS-203201 — Symptom: A managed device is unable to download configurations from
the Mobility Master using VPNC.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.2.6 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.6

AOS-203374
AOS-214165

— Symptom: VIA authentication timed out although the server responds
without any delay.
Scenario: This issue was observed in 7210 controllers running ArubaOS
8.0.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

IPsec 7210
controllers

ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-203517
AOS-204709
AOS-213765

— Symptom: The Datapathmodule crashes in a fewmanaged devices
unexpectedly. The log file lists the reason for the event as Reboot Cause:
Datapath timeout (SOS Assert) (Intent:cause:register 54:86:50:2).
Scenario: This issue occurs when data packets undergo multiple GRE
encapsulation. This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-203712
AOS-205655
AOS-209193
AOS-209423

— Symptom: Avaya Spectalink wireless phones reboot unexpectedly with the
error message, No AVPP response from 192.168.249.001.
Scenario: This issue occurs because of the IP packet size. This issue is
observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.5.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.7

AOS-203773
AOS-215658

— Symptom:Users are unable to access network destinations after
configuring the alias for the specific network.
Scenario: This issue occurs because the destination IP address is not
configured for the network. This issue is observed in managed devices
running ArubaOS 8.5.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.5.0.0

AOS-204187 — Symptom: The command vpn-peer peer-mac does not support Suite-B
cryptography for custom certificates.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.2.2.8 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

IPsec All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.8
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AOS-204414 — Symptom: The VLAN range configured using the ntp-standlaone vlan-
range command are not correctly sent to the managed devices.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the user repeatedly modifies the VLAN
range. This issue occurs in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS 8.0.1.0 or
later versions.
Workaround: Delete the VLAN range configured on the Mobility Master
and re-configure the ntp-standlaone vlan-range.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.0.1.0

AOS-205112 — Symptom: The authentication process in a managed device crashes
unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue occurs due to a memory leak in the OFA process. This
issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.7 or later
versions.
Workaround: None.

SDN-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-205176
AOS-205325
AOS-206533

— Symptom: A fewmanaged devices crash and reboot unexpectedly. The log
file lists the reason for the event as Reboot Cause: Datapath timeout
(SOS Assert) (Intent:cause:register 54:86:50:2).
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.8 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Controller-
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-205190 — Symptom: The authentication process in a managed device crashes
unexpectedly.
Scenario: This issue occurs when openflow is used to add or delete ACLs.
This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.7 or later
versions.
Workaround: None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-205869 — Symptom:Users are unable to delete ACLs and the error message Invalid
data: FW CP ACL not found is displayed.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.12 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Base OS Security All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.12

Table 7: Known Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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AOS-206795 — Symptom:Users are unable to rename nodes from the Mobility Master
node hierarchy.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.3.0.7 or later versions.
Workaround: None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.7

AOS-206801 — Symptom: A managed device contacts the Activate server more than once
during ZTP.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.2.2.3 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.3

AOS-207366 — Symptom: The show advanced optionsmenu is not available in the
Configuration > Access Points > Campus APs page of the WebUI.
Scenario: This issue occurs whenmore than one AP is selected. This issue
is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS 8.3.0.13.
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.13

AOS-207691 — Symptom: The CLI displays incorrect IP address for a TACACS server.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the configuration purge-pending-
config command is executed on group nodes. This issue is observed in
managed devices running ArubaOS 8.3.0.8 or later versions.
Workaround: Restart the profmgr process by issuing the process restart
profmgr command for CLI to display the correct IP address.

CLI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.8

AOS-207795 — Symptom: A few users are unable to access the WebUI of the Mobility
Master.
Scenario: This issue occurs when the output of the show web-server
statistics command displays theModule HTTPD Manager is busy.
Please try later. error message. This issue is observed in Mobility Masters
running ArubaOS 8.2.2.6 or later versions.
Workaround:
n Reboot the Mobility Master.
n Issue the openflow-controller command to disable and then enable

OpenFlow from the Mobility Master.

SDN All platforms ArubaOS
8.2.2.6

Table 7: Known Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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New Bug ID Old
Bug ID Description Component Platform Reported

Version

AOS-208857 — Symptom: Some managed devices crash and reboot unexpectedly. The log
file lists the reason for the event as Kernel panic - not syncing: USB
disconnect.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.6 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller
Platform

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-210482 — Symptom: Some managed devices display the error message, Invalid set
requestwhile configuring ESSID for a Beacon Report Request profile.
Scenario: This issue is observed in managed devices running ArubaOS
8.3.0.6 or later versions
Workaround:None.

WebUI All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.6

AOS-211699
AOS-212564
AOS-212599
AOS-215978
AOS-212567

— Symptom: Some APs crash and reboot unexpectedly. The log files list the
reason for the event as, Kernel panic - not syncing: jiffies stall (pc is at
__schedule+0x78/0x360).
Scenario: This issue is observed in APs running ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 or later
versions.
Workaround:None.

AP-Wireless All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.0

AOS-212568 — Symptom: The aaa/certmgr/cpsec security category in the Configuration
> System > Logging > Logging Levels page of the WebUI displays None,
even if values are configured.
Scenario: This issue is observed in Mobility Masters running ArubaOS
8.0.0.0 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Configuration All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.13

AOS-183519 — Symptom: Some APs are incorrectly displayed as down in datazone
controllers.
Scenario: This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.4 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

AP-Platform All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.4

AOS-211622
AOS-211728

— Symptom: Some stand-alone controllers crash and reboot unexpectedly.
The log file lists the reason for the event as Reboot Cause: Datapath
timeout (Fpapps Initiated) (Intent:cause:register 51:86:0:2c).
Scenario: This issue is observed in stand-alone controllers running
ArubaOS 8.3.0.14 or later versions.
Workaround:None.

Controller
Datapath

All platforms ArubaOS
8.3.0.14

Table 7: Known Issues in ArubaOS 8.3.0.16
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Chapter 7
Upgrade Procedure

This chapter details software upgrade procedures. It is recommended that you schedule amaintenancewindow for the upgrade.

Read all the information in this chapter before upgrading your Mobility Master, managed device, master controller, stand-alone controller.

Topics in this chapter include:

n Important Points to Remember on page 50

n Memory Requirements on page 51

n Backing up Critical Data on page 52

n Upgrading ArubaOS on page 53

n Downgrading ArubaOS on page 56

n Before Calling Technical Support on page 58

Important Points to Remember
To upgrade yourMobility Master ormanaged device:

n Schedule the upgrade during amaintenancewindow and notify your community of the planned upgrade. This prevents users frombeing surprised
by a brief wireless network outage during the upgrade.

n Avoidmaking any changes to your network, such as configuration changes, hardware upgrades, or changes to the rest of the network during the
upgrade. This simplifies troubleshooting.

n Know your network and verify the state of the network by answering the following questions:

l Howmany APs are assigned to eachmanaged device? Verify this information by navigating to theDashboard > Access Points page in the
WebUI, or by executing the show ap active or show ap database commands.

l How are those APs discovering themanaged device (DNS, DHCP Option, Broadcast)?

l What version of ArubaOS runs on yourmanaged device?

l Are all managed devices running the same version of ArubaOS?

l What services are used on yourmanaged device (employeewireless, guest access, Remote AP, wireless voice)?

n Resolve any existing issues (consistent or intermittent) before you upgrade.
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n If possible, use FTP to load ArubaOS images to themanaged device. FTP is faster than TFTP and offersmore resilience over slow links. If youmust
use TFTP, ensure the TFTP server can send over 30 MB of data.

n If you encounter any issue during the upgrade, you can restore the flash, and switch back to the boot partition. Upgrading the non-boot partition
gives you a smoother downgrade path, if required.

n Before you upgrade to this version of ArubaOS, assess your software license requirements and load any new or expanded licenses youmay require.
For a detailed description of these new licensemodules, Aruba Mobility Master Licensing Guide.

Memory Requirements
All Arubamanaged devices store critical configuration data on an onboard compact flashmemory module. Ensure that there is always free flash space
on themanaged device. Loadingmultiple large files such as JPEG images for RF Plan can consume flash space quickly. Following are the best practices
formemory management:

n Do not proceed with an upgrade unless 100 MB of freememory is available. Execute the show memory command to identify the available free
memory. To recovermemory, reboot themanaged device. After themanaged device comes up, upgrade immediately.

n Do not proceed with an upgrade unless 150 MB of flash space is available. Execute the show storage command to identify the available flash
space. If the output of the show storage command indicates that there is insufficient flashmemory, free some usedmemory. Copy any log files,
crash data, or flash backups from yourmanaged device to a desired location. Deleted the following files to free somememory:

l Crash data: Execute the tar crash command to compress crash files to a file named crash.tar. Use the procedures described in Backing up
Critical Data on page 52 to copy the crash.tar file to an external server. Execute the tar clean crash command to delete the file from the
managed device.

l Flash backups: Use the procedures described in Backing up Critical Data on page 52 to back up the flash directory to a file named flash.tar.gz.
Execute the tar clean flash command to delete the file from themanaged device.

l Log files: Execute the tar logs command to compress log files to a file named logs.tar. Use the procedures described in Backing up Critical
Data on page 52 to copy the logs.tar file to an external server. Execute the tar clean logs command to delete the file from themanaged
device.

In certain situations, a reboot or a shutdown could cause the managed device to lose the information stored in its flash memory. To avoid such issues, it is
recommended that you execute the halt command before power cycling.

Deleting a File
You can delete a file using theWebUI or the CLI.

In the WebUI
From theMobility Master, navigate toDiagnostic > Technical Support > Delete Files and remove any aging log files or redundant backups.



In the CLI
(host) #delete filename <filename>

Backing up Critical Data
It is important to frequently back up all critical configuration data and files on the flashmemory to an external server ormass storage device. You
should include the following files in these frequent backups:

n Configuration data

n WMS database

n Local user database

n Licensing database

n Custom captive portal pages

n x.509 certificates

n Log files

n Flash backup

Backing up and Restoring Flash Memory
You can backup and restore the flash using theWebUI or CLI:

In the WebUI
The following steps describe how to back up and restore the flashmemory:

1. In theMobility Master node hierarchy, navigate to theMaintenance > Configuration Management > Backup page.
2. Click Create Backup to backup the contents of the flashmemory to the flashbackup.tar.gz file.
3. Click Copy Backup to copy the file to an external server.

You can copy the backup file from the external server to the flashmemory using the file utility in theDiagnostics > Technical Support > Copy
Files page.

4. To restore the backup file to the flashmemory, navigate to theMaintenance > Configuration Management > Restore page and click
Restore.

In the CLI
The following steps describe how to back up and restore the flashmemory:

1. Execute the following command in the enablemode.
(host) #write memory

2. Execute the following command to back up the contents of the flashmemory to the flashbackup.tar.gz file.
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(host) #backup flash
Please wait while we take the flash backup.......
File flashbackup.tar.gz created successfully on flash.
Please copy it out of the controller and delete it when done.

3. Execute either of the following command to transfer the flash backup file to an external server or storage device.
(host) #copy flash: flashbackup.tar.gz ftp: <ftphost> <ftpusername> <ftpuserpassword> <remote directory>

(host) #copy flash: flashbackup.tar.gz usb: partition <partition-number>

You can transfer the flash backup file from the external server or storage device to the flashmemory by executing either of the following command:
(host) #copy tftp: <tftphost> <filename> flash: flashbackup.tar.gz
(host) #copy usb: partition <partition-number> <filename> flash: flashbackup.tar.gz

4. Execute the following command to untar and extract the flashbackup.tar.gz file to the flashmemory.
(host) #restore flash
Please wait while we restore the flash backup........
Flash restored successfully.
Please reload (reboot) the controller for the new files to take effect.

Upgrading ArubaOS
Upgrade ArubaOS using theWebUI or CLI.

Ensure that there is enough free memory and flash space on your Mobility Master or managed device. For details, see Memory Requirements on page 51.

When you navigate to the Configuration tab in the WebUI, the managed device may display the Error getting information: command is not supported on
this platformmessage. This error occurs when you upgrade from the WebUI and navigate to the Configuration tab as soon as the managed device
completes rebooting. This error is expected and disappears after clearing the Web browser cache.

Before you upgradeMobility Master fromArubaOS 8.0.0.0 to ArubaOS 8.3.0.0, take a note of the following points:

n ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 supports only amaximumof 3 network adapters forMobility Master and 4 network adapters forMobility Master Virtual
Appliance. If you have 4 network adapters on your ArubaOS 8.0.0.0 Mobility Master Virtual Appliance, youmust remove one before upgrading to
ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 to avoid upgrade failure.

Before you remove the additional network adapter from the Mobility Master Virtual Appliance, ensure that you copy the ArubaOS 8.0.0.0 image on the system
partition of Mobility Master Virtual Appliance.

To remove a network adapter fromArubaOS 8.0.0.0 Mobility Master Virtual Appliance:

1. Log in to the vSphere client.



2. Select theMobility Master VM instance and click Shut down the virtual machine.
3. Click Edit Virtual machine settings.
4. From theHardware tab, select and remove a network adapter that is not active.

n Before upgrading to ArubaOS 8.3.0.0 fromArubaOS 8.0.0.0, ensure that you configure theMAC address of themanagement interface as the peer
MAC address, if the peer is aMobility Master Virtual Appliance orMobility Master. Before reloading the new image onMobility Master, alter the peer
MAC address using the following procedure in theWebUI:

1. From theManaged Network node hierarchy, select themanaged device.

2. Navigate to Configuration > Controllers and enter themanagement interfaceMAC address in the Peer MAC address of master field.
3. Click Submit and click Continue in the reload popup.
4. Click Pending Changes.
5. In the Pending Changes window, select the check box and click Deploy changes.
Alternatively, you can execute the following CLI command onMobility Master at the device level:
(host) [<device-mac-address>] (config) #masterip <ipaddr> ipsec <key> peer-mac-1 <mgmt-interface-mac> peer-mac-2 <mgmt-
interface-mac> interface vlan <id>

n Before upgrading to ArubaOS 8.3.0.0, youmust share the licenses within the global licensing pool by executing the license-pool-profile-root
command:
(host) [mm](config) #license-pool-profile-root
(host) [mm](License root(/) pool profile) #acr-license-enable

In the WebUI
The following steps describe how to upgrade ArubaOS from a TFTP server, FTP server or local file:

1. Download the ArubaOS image from the customer support site.

2. Upload the new software image to a PC orworkstation on your network.

3. Validate the SHA hash for a software image:

a. Download theAruba.sha256 file from the download directory.

b. Load the ArubaOSimage to a Linux system and execute the sha256sum <filename> command or use a suitable tool for your operating
system that can generate a SHA256 hash of a file.

c. Verify that the output produced by this commandmatches the hash value found on the customer support site.

The ArubaOS image file is digitally signed, and is verified using RSA2048 certificates preloaded at the factory. The Mobility Master or managed device will not
load a corrupted ArubaOS image.

4. Log in to the ArubaOSWebUI from theMobility Master.

5. Navigate to theMaintenance > Software Management > Upgrade page.

a. Select the Local File from theUpgrade using drop-down list.
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b. Click Browse from the Image file name to navigate to the saved image file on your PC or workstation.

6. Select the downloaded image file.

7. Choose the partition from the Partition to Upgrade option.

8. Enable theReboot Controller After Upgrade toggle switch to automatically reboot after upgrading. Disable the same, if you do not want to
reboot immediately.

The upgrade doesn't take effect until reboot. If you chose to automatically reboot after upgrade, the Mobility Master or managed device reboots automatically.

9. Select the Save Current Configuration.
10.Click Upgrade.
11.Click OK when The Changes were written to flash successfully message is displayed.

In the CLI
The following steps describe how to upgrade ArubaOS from a TFTP server, FTP server or local file:

1. Download the ArubaOS image from the customer support site.

2. Open an SSH session to yourMobility Master.

3. Execute theping command to verify the network connection between theMobility Master and the SCP server, FTP server, or TFTP server.
(host)# ping <ftphost>

or
(host)# ping <tftphost>

or
(host)# ping <scphost>

4. Execute the show image version command to check if the ArubaOS image is loaded on the flash partitions. The partition number appears in the
Partition row; 0:0 is partition 0, and 0:1 is partition 1. The active boot partition ismarked asDefault boot.
(host) #show image version

5. Execute the copy command to load the new image to the non-boot partition.
(host)# copy ftp: <ftphost> <ftpusername> <image filename> system: partition <0|1>

or
(host)# copy tftp: <tftphost> <image filename> system: partition <0|1>

or
(host)# copy scp: <scphost> <scpusername> <image filename> system: partition <0|1>

or
(host)# copy usb: partition <partition-number> <image filename> system: partition <0|1>



6. Execute the show image version command to verify that the new image is loaded.
(host)# show image version

7. Reboot theMobility Master.
(host)# reload

Verifying the ArubaOS Upgrade
Verify the upgrade using theWebUI or CLI.

In the WebUI
Log in to theWebUI and navigate to theDashboard > WLANs page to verify the ArubaOS image version. The following steps describe how to verify
that theMobility Master is functioning as expected:

1. Log in to theWebUI to verify if all themanaged devices are up after the reboot.

2. Navigate to theDashboard > Access Points page to determine if your APs are up and ready to accept clients.

3. Verify that the number of access points and clients are as expected.

4. Test a different type of client in different locations, for each accessmethod used.

5. Complete a backup of all critical configuration data and files on the flashmemory to an external server ormass storage facility. See Backing up
Critical Data on page 52 for information on creating a backup.

In the CLI
Execute the show version command to verify the ArubaOS image version. The following steps describe how to verify that theMobility Master is
functioning as expected:

1. Log in to the CLI to verify that all yourmanaged devices are up after the reboot.

2. Execute the show ap active command to determine if your APs are up and ready to accept clients.

3. Execute the show ap database command to verify that the number of APs and clients are as expected.

4. Test a different type of client in different locations, for each accessmethod used.

5. Complete a backup of all critical configuration data and files on the compact flash file system to an external server ormass storage facility. See
Backing up Critical Data on page 52 for information on creating a backup.

Downgrading ArubaOS
AMobility Master or amanaged device has two partitions, 0 and 1. If the upgrade fails on one of the partitions, you can reboot theMobility Master or
themanaged device from the other partition.
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Pre-requisites
Before you reboot Mobility Master ormanaged devicewith the pre-upgrade ArubaOS version, perform the following steps:

1. Back up yourMobility Master ormanaged device. For details, see Backing up Critical Data on page 52.

2. Verify that the control plane security is disabled.

3. Set theMobility Master ormanaged device to boot with the previously saved configuration file.

4. Set theMobility Master ormanaged device to boot from the systempartition that contains the pre-upgrade ArubaOS version.

When you specify a boot partition or copy an image file to a systempartition, Mobility Master ormanaged device checks if the ArubaOS version is
compatible with the configuration file. An errormessage is displayed if the boot parameters are incompatible with the ArubaOS version and
configuration files.

5. After switching the boot partition, perform the following steps:

n Restore pre-upgrade flash backup from the file stored on theMobility Master or themanaged device. Do not restore the ArubaOS flash backup
file.

n Do not import theWMS database.

n If the RF plan was changed before switching the boot partition, the changed RF plan does not appear in the downgraded ArubaOS version.

n If any new certificates were added in the upgraded ArubaOS version, reinstall these certificates in the downgraded ArubaOS version.

Downgrade ArubaOS version using theWebUI or CLI.

In the WebUI
The following steps describe how to downgrade the ArubaOS version:

1. If the saved pre-upgrade configuration file is on an external FTP or TFTP server, copy the file to theMobility Master or themanaged device by
navigating to theDiagnostics > Technical Support > Copy Files page.
a. From Select source file drop-down list, select FTP or TFTP server, and enter the IP address of the FTP or TFTP server and the name of the pre-

upgrade configuration file.

b. From Select destination file drop-down list, enter a file name (other than default.cfg).

c. Click Copy.
2. Determine the partition on which your pre-upgrade ArubaOS version is stored by navigating to theMaintenance > Software Management

> Upgrade page. If a pre-upgrade ArubaOS version is not stored on your systempartition, load it into the backup systempartition by performing
the following steps:

You cannot load a new image into the active system partition.

a. Enter the FTP or TFTP server address and image file name.



b. Select the backup systempartition.

c. EnableReboot controller after upgrade.
d. Click Upgrade.

3. Navigate to theMaintenance > Software Management > Reboot page. Select Save configuration before reboot option and click Reboot.
TheMobility Master or themanaged device reboots after the countdown period.

4. When the boot process is complete, verify that theMobility Master or themanaged device is using the correct ArubaOS version by navigating to the
Maintenance > Software Management > About page.

In the CLI
The following steps describe how to downgrade the ArubaOS version:

1. If the saved pre-upgrade configuration file is on an external FTP or TFTP server, use the following command to copy it to theMobility Master or the
managed device:
(host) # copy ftp: <ftphost> <ftpusername> <image filename> system: partition 1

or
(host) # copy tftp: <tftphost> <image filename> system: partition 1

2. Set theMobility Master or themanaged device to boot with your pre-upgrade configuration file.
(host) # boot config-file <backup configuration filename>

3. Execute the show image version command to view the partition on which your pre-upgrade ArubaOS version is stored. You cannot load a new
image into the active systempartition (the default boot).
#show image version

4. Set the backup systempartition as the new boot partition.
(host) # boot system partition 1

5. Reboot theMobility Master or themanaged device.
(host) # reload

6. When the boot process is complete, verify that theMobility Master or themanaged device is using the correct ArubaOS version .
(host) # show image version

Before Calling Technical Support
Provide the following information when you call Technical Support:

n The status of installation (new or existing) and recent changes to network, device, or AP configuration. If therewas a configuration change, list the
exact configuration steps and commands used.

n A detailed network topology including all the devices in the network with the IP addresses and Interface numbers.
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n Themake andmodel number of thewireless device and NIC, driver date, version, and configuration of theNIC, and theOS version including any
service packs or patches.

n The logs and output of the show tech-support command.

n The syslog file at the time of the problem.

n The date and timewhen the problem first occurred. If the problem is reproducible, list the exact steps taken to re-create the problem.

n Any wired or wireless sniffer traces taken during the time of the problem.

n The device site access information.
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